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© 2019 York County Department of Emergency Services 2020-112020-102020-092020-082020-072020-062020-052020-042020-032020-02 PHOTO: Available for adoption in York County SPCAlocal Great news - We're gone digital! As part of our participation in the CARFAX Police Crash Assistance program, all crash reports for the Northern York County Regional Police
Department are now available to purchase online. When you purchase from our new online accident report distribution site, you save your way to the station, postage, or phone call. You can access accident reports directly online, 24/7, by visiting: NYCRPD Crash Reports Crash Report from January 5, 2012 until now available. Only parties with a particular interest in the crash
(drivers, vehicle owners, insurance companies) will have access to the crash report and this party must have an incident number issued by the NYCRPD. And if you are an institutional user, you can be automatically charged on a monthly basis for messages that you buy. You don't need to write individual checks or make multiple card fees whenever you need to access the report.
If you prefer, though, you can always pay by credit card on the spot. Accident reports for hundreds of police agencies can be downloaded from CRASHDOCS.ORG so don't forget to bookmark the page. To learn more about Carfax Police Crash Assistance and CRASHDOCS.ORG, or create an account to be charged monthly, call 1.800.990.2452. Fatalities and traffic accident
statistics 2017 Number of fatalities4 Vehicles involved in fatal accidents5 Fatal Accidents involving drunk persons4 Persons involved in fatalities5 Pedestrians involved in fatal accidents2 Fatal traffic accidents and road accident statistics 2016 Number of fatalities5 Vehicles involved in fatal accidents8 Fatal accidents involving drunk persons0 Fatal accidents5 Persons involved in
fatal accidents9 Pedestrians involved in fatal accidents2 Traffic accident and road accident statistics 2015 Number of fatalities2 Vehicles involved in fatal accidents3 Fatal accidents involving drunk persons1 Deaths3 Persons involved in fatal accidents6 Pedestrians involved in fatal accidents0 Fatal road accidents and road accident statistics 2013 Number of fatalities2 Vehicles
involved in fatal accidents3 Fatal accidents involving drunk persons1 Deaths2 Persons involved in fatalities2 Pedestrians involved in fatal accidents0 Data :Fatalities sites 2005-2017 Fatalities sites in 2005 Fatalities sites in 2006 Fatalities sites in 2007 Fatalities sites in 2008 Fatalities sites in 2009 Fatalities10 Fatalities in 2,011 Fatalities Sites in 2012 Fatalities Sites in 2013
Fatalities sites in 2015 Fatal crash sites in 2016 Fatalities Sites in 2017 Based on load data rok 2000 – 2020... Skryť histogram USA USA Street view available for this York site fatal accident statistics 1996 - 2017 York fatal car crash and traffic accidents list 2017 Number of fatalities4 Vehicles involved in fatal accidents5 Deaths4 Persons involved in fatal accidents5 Pedestrians
involved in fatal accidents2 York fatal car accidents and traffic accidents list for 2016 Number of fatalities5 Vehicles involved in fatal accidents8 Deaths5 Persons involved in fatal accidents9 Pedestrians involved in fatalities2 York fatal car accident and road accident list 2006 Number of fatalities4 Vehicles involved in fatal accidents7 Fatal accidents involving drunks1 Deaths1
Fatalities4 Persons involved in fatal accidents13 Pedestrians involved in fatal accidents1 York fatal accident and road accident list 2002 Number of fatalities5 Vehicles involved in fatal accidents9 Deaths5 Persons involved in fatal accidents15 #DateLocationVehiclesDrunk personsFatalitesPersonPedestrians 1Feb 1 , 2002 02:38 PMSr-4622-14- 2May 31, 2002 02:45 AMSr-741-11-
3 June 23, 2002 01:59 PMPrincess St2-13- 4 Jan 18, 2002 05:21 PMPennsylvania Av2-14- 5Dec 13, 2002 07:43 AMDuke St2-13- York fatal car accident and traffic accident list for 1981 Number of fatalities4 Vehicles involved in fatal accidents6 Fatal accidents involving drunk persons3 Deaths4 Fatalities11 York fatal car accident and list of traffic accidents for year 19 80 Number
of fatalities5 Vehicles involved in fatal accidents5 Fatal accidents involving drunk persons1 Deaths5 Persons involved in fatal accidents9 The department is working with CARFAX to ensure all accident reports investigated are available for access 24 hours a day/7 days a week/365 days a year via CRASHDOCS.ORG. Price is $15 per report which are usually available 5 - 7 days
after the crash has been reported and investigated. Click HERE to access their website and get a copy of the crash report. Click here to reveal York PA traffic and accident MAP 4 days ago cleared: Moving road works on I-81 northbound between Exit: REST AREA and Exit 48 - PA 74/York Rd. 4 days ago DELETED: Moving road works on I-81 northbound between Exit: REST
AREA and Exit 48 - PA 74/York Rd. 4 days ago Moving roadworks on I-81 northbound between Exit: REST AREA and Exit 48 - PA 74/York Rd. 4 days ago Moving road works on I-81 northbound between Exit: REST AREA and Exit 48 - PA 74/York Rd. TYPE: MISCELLANEOUS TYPE: MISCELLANEOUS TYPE: Building Serious TYPE: Construction Serious TYPE: Construction
Minor TYPE: Construction Minor TYPE: Miscellaneous Minor TYPE: Accident Minor TYPE: Miscellaneous Minor TYPE: Accident Minor TYPE: Accident Minor TYPE: Disabled Vehicle Type Minor TYPE: Building Minor TYPE: Miscellaneous Minor TYPE: Accident Minor More Results in Our York Pennsylvania Archives Older York PA User Reports © 2020 GoldenLion Inc. No Traffic
Flow? Zoom closer or refresh How to use York York Map Traffic flows: Red lines = dense traffic flow, Yellow / Orange lines = Medium flow and Green = normal traffic. Black lines or no traffic flows could indicate a closed road, but in most cases this means that there is either not enough vehicle flow to register or traffic is not monitored. Also, if you do not see the flow of traffic, you
can zoom closer to reveal localized data. If you are unable to scroll the map, press here (to focus the map) and try again. Traffic accidents (beta): Each dot represents a traffic event or accident such as road construction, closure or accident. At closer zoom levels, you can press these dots to see more information. Once the layer of traffic information has popped-up, make sure to
press/click on the next arrow (e.g. 1 of 3) in the upper right corner above the title to see more details about the impact. Impact Legend: Critical Major Minor Low Low
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